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Sport-related Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is one of the major concerns for collision based 
sports athletes and their families. The ability to measure impacts on the head is imperative 
to monitor brain injury and prevent serious TBI. Recent research by the Purdue 
Neurotrauma Group (PNG) indicates that accumulation of subconcussive impacts may 
cause permanent neurological damage. Currently available commercial impact monitoring 
systems are designed as an event-based models which collect impact data above pre-
determined acceleration thresholds. To track long-term effects of sub-concussive impacts, 
event-based modeling is inadequate. The PNG developed a biomechanical sports telemetry 
system that is capable of storing continuous-time accelerometer and gyroscope data. This 
study is focused on developing the wireless communication system to transmit and monitor 
real-time continuous impact data. Wireless communication was implemented by using 
low-power nRF24L01+ module, and smaller microcontroller was selected to minimize the 
sensor size. The analysis of wireless transmitted impact data was conducted in various 




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
   Sport-related traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a significant public health issue that occurs 
when an external force causes brain damage. According to the Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), in the United States, about 250,000 children were treated in 
emergency department for sports and recreation related brain injuries in 2009 [1]. In 
addition, a large number of TBI cases occur in professional level collision based sports. 
The Washington Post has recently reported that based on magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) scans, more than 40% of retired National Football League (NFL) players had signs 
of prior TBI [2]. It is also reported that, within a small study sample, 96% of participating 
ex-NFL players and 79 % of all ex-football players have identified as having evidence of 
chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) [3]. Although the media has focused on TBI and 
concussion caused by injury-inducing impacts, recent research suggested that repetitive 
linear and rotational subconcussive impacts also cause significant neurological injury [4]. 
   The Purdue Neurotrauma Group (PNG) has been collecting impact data on high school 
football players’ heads to study the effects of repetitive subconcussive impacts on the brain. 
The PNG has previously used the helmet-mounted Riddell HIT system (HITS) in an effort 
to find risk thresholds for subconcussive brain damage [5]. However, there were a number 
of problems with the HITS data reliability. Rotational acceleration, one of the important 
measurements in assessing mechanical stress on the brain is poorly characterized by HITS, 
as it neglects vertical axis rotations [6]. In addition, the event-based system of the HITS 
was not found to be suitable for subconcussive impacts. In particularly, given that it is not 
certain what types of hits cause damage to the brain, it is necessary to continually collect 
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linear and rotational accelerations. However, none of the commercially available impact 
monitoring systems achieve this goal. Therefore, the PNG determined to develop a 
continual impact monitoring telemetry system, hereafter referred to as the “PNG system”, 



















CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
   The PNG system was developed to be a power efficient, small sized, low-cost and 
continual monitoring system with two accelerometers and a gyroscope. MPU-6000 
gyroscope and ADXL377 analog accelerometer were implemented to measure linear and 
rotational acceleration. Continually-monitored impact data were stored in the microSD 
card, and the wireless communication system’s function in the base-station was 
transmitting a real-time clock (RTC) to the PNG system [7].    
   Early versions of PNG’s system were intended to provide an LED heartbeat to confirm 
the operational status of the sensor, as well as to effect after-the-fact data transfer without 
plug-in and remote on and off to control the sensor without removing it from the helmet. 
However, of these the most recent PNG system only had a LED heartbeat function. When 
the sensor is in normal condition, the LED blinks, and when an error occurs the LED is 
turned on without blinking. After-the-fact data transfer without plug-in was not achieved 
due to lack of wireless function. Instead, the last PNG system was capable of storing and 
transferring impact data using microSD card.  
   The wireless module was implemented in the previous PNG’s system, but it was only 
capable of receiving the RTC and calendar data from the base-station. A smartphone 
application was developed to control the base-station, providing a means to transmit the 
accurate time information and shutdown command, and receive the status of each PNG 
sensor. However the transmitting “turn on” command was not ultimately implemented due 
to high battery consumption of the previous system.  
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   Although the PNG system worked as desired, there were a number of drawbacks that 
needed to be improved. The first drawback was the complexity and instability of the impact 
data storage. Accessing data and checking the status of the sensor was difficult with the 
existing sensors. microSD card had to be formatted before use and removed from the 
football helmet to access the impact data, and to check the status of the sensor. In addition, 
once a critical error occurred in the PNG system, all the impact data stored in the microSD 
card became unreadable and the microSD card needed to be replaced to avoid critical error 
on the system. The second drawback was the limitation of the wireless communication. A 
base-station was developed to transmit the RTC to the each PNG system, but it lacked the 
function to transmit impact data in real-time [7]. Moreover, the PNG system malfunctioned 
as described above when wireless communication was disabled for longer than five 
minutes. Last, the previous PNG system versions were designed to use a lithium ion battery, 
because large capacity battery was necessary to operate both the microSD card and the 
wireless communication. However, the lithium ion batteries used in the PNG sensors were 
not recommended for wearable devices [8]. 
   In order to improve the PNG system, implementation of a wireless communication 
system to transmit impact data in real-time was suggested. Essential requirements for the 
wireless module were for it to be small and operate at low power. Also, the wireless module 
must transmit at a fast data rate and have a strong signal to penetrate physical interference. 
As a result, nRF24L01+ wireless module from SparkFun was selected by the previous PNG 
members [7]. Transmitting real-time impact data through wireless communication reduces 
the complexity of data access, which prevents unnecessary work by retrieving sensors from 
helmets. It reduces the risk of impact data corruption due to instability of the microSD card. 
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Furthermore, lower power consumption and an overall smaller sensor were desirable, and 
achieved by removing the microSD card slot and installing low power microcontroller and 
wireless modules. 
   The objective of this study is implementing a wireless impact data transmission in the 




















CHAPTER 3. NEW WIRELESS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
   In this study, implementation of real-time impact data transmission on version 8 of the 
PNG system (“PNG V08”) is described. First, general operating principles and the ability 
for a wireless module to process at a fast data rate are discussed. Second, the 
microcontroller, gyroscope, accelerometer and base-station are discussed with regard to 
how these affect the wireless communication data rate. Finally, testing of PNG V08 was 
conducted to verify the real-time accuracy and range of wireless transmission of impact 
data. 
3.1 nRF24L01+ Wireless Module 
   The nRF24L01+ wireless module is a radio transceiver operating in the global 2.4 GHz 
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band, having a serial peripheral interface (SPI) and 
offering low power consumption [9]. The nRF24L01+ wireless module provides a fast 
wireless data transmission speed and offers the Enhanced ShockBurstTM feature which 
enables implementation with a low power microcontroller.  
3.1.1 Data transmission rate 
   The PNG V08 Sensor incorporates one gyroscope for rotational velocity (differentiated 
to obtain rotational acceleration) and two tri-axial linear accelerometers using an aggregate 
raw data size of 20 bytes per time sample. At a transmission rate of 1 KHz, more than 20 
KB—corresponding to 160 kbps—air data rate is required to transmit the impact data to 
the base-station. Additional bytes in the wireless data packet are required for preamble, 
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address, packet control field and cyclic redundancy check (CRC), permitting base-station-
side verification of address and error detection in the signal. 
   Fast data transmission is critical for real-time wireless monitoring of impact data. The 
nRF24L01+ wireless module is capable of receiving data at 250 kbps, 1Mbps and 2 Mbps 
air data rates [9]. The PNG decided to use 1 MHz air data rate to get a longer transmission 
range since 2 MHz air data rate decreases the transmission range. 
   The advantage of using the nRF24L01+ wireless module is that the Nordic Enhanced 
ShockBurstTM feature helps the accuracy of fast wireless data transmission. The 
ShockBurstTM packet (see Figure 3.1) handles preamble, address, packet control field, 
payload and CRC automatically [9]. The data processing done by the transmitter and 
receiver when using ShockBurstTM allows a lower-power microcontroller to be selected.  
   The PNG V08 is programmed to use 5 bytes of address, 20 bytes of payload and 2 bytes 
of CRC, and ultimately uses a packet which is 233 bits in total. Although the nRF24L01+ 
wireless module is capable of transmitting a maximum of 32 bytes of payload size, it was 
decided to use only 20 bytes of payload to permit faster wireless transaction [9].  
   A primary benefit of having a high air data rate is that the PNG V08 sensor is able to re-
transmit impact data to the base-station if any packet loss occurs during transmission. Once 
nRF24L01+ wireless module transmits the data, it enters a wait states until receiving 
acknowledgement (ACK) back from the receiver. This feature increases the accuracy of 
data transmission, but does decrease the data rate. In addition, use of a larger payload 
results in a longer delay for receiving an ACK. Therefore, as a trade-off for accuracy vs. 




Figure 3.1 PNG V08 Data Packet Format 
3.1.2 Serial peripheral interface (SPI) 
   The nRF24L01+ communicates with the microcontroller through a 10Mbps SPI. SPI data 
transmission works synchronously, requiring a clock signal generated by a master device 
to synchronize the master and slave. This communication requires four connections (see 
Figure 3.2): serial clock (SCLK), master output slave input (MOSI), master input slave 
output (MISO) and slave select (SS). To communicate through SPI with the nRF24L01+ 
wireless module, the configuration command operates using the SS pin and data 
transmission operations are performed using chip enable (CE) [9]. Multiple slave devices 
can be operated with the single master device using the SS pin as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
PNG V08 sensor has multiple slave devices (nRF24L01+ wireless module and an ITG3701 





Figure 3.2 SPI Master and Multiple Slave Connection 
3.1.3 Chip antenna 
   An antenna is required for the wireless module to transmit wireless data. Three types of 
antennas that can be used for nRF24L01+ wireless module including a Reverse-Polarity 
SMA (RP-SMA) connector antenna, a PCB antenna, and a ceramic chip antenna. For PNG 
V08, the ceramic chip antenna (see Figure 3.3) was selected to minimize sensor size as it 
measures only 2.2 mm wide and 6.5 mm long. For the base-station—where size is not an 





Figure 3.3 2.4GHz Ceramic Chip Antenna [10] 
3.1.4 Power consumption 
   The PNG V08 system uses a 250 milliamp-hour CR2032 coin battery to achieve the 
smaller sensor design. Power management of the nRF24L01+ wireless module was needed 
to lower the power consumption. In transmit mode, 11.3 mA are drawn at 0 dBm output 
power. In receive mode, 13.1 mA are drawn at the 1Mbps air data rate. With no data 
transmission or reception, wireless module stays in the idle mode, drawing only 26 µA [9].  
3.1.5 Operating principles 
   Before operation, the PNG V08 sensor must configure the nRF24L01+ wireless module. 
Before transmitting data through wireless from the gyroscope and accelerometer, the PNG 
V08 sensor configures the nRF24L01+ wireless module using the SPI bus and the register 
map given in the datasheet [9]. The initialization function configures address width, 
address, RF channel, transfer speed and TX control as described in Section 3.1.1.  
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   The nRF24L01+ wireless module works as a finite state machine following the transition 
diagram of Figure 3.4. Note that this figure shows the delay time requirement for each 
mode transition. First, when the module is powered up in the initialization state, the 
nRF24L01+ wireless module stays in the Standby-I mode until data is received from the 
microcontroller. When data are provided (by the microcontroller) from the gyroscope and 
accelerometers, the microcontroller transmits a FLUSH_TX command to clean out the TX 
FIFO in nRF24L01+ wireless module. Second, once the microcontroller pushes the impact 
data to the TX FIFO and transitions the CE pin from low (0) to high (1), the nRF24L01+ 
wireless module moves to the TX mode, in which it will transmit data. The nRF24L01+ 
wireless module requires a 130µs delay for TX settling time before completing the 
transition to the TX mode. Once wireless transmission is completed, the CE pin transitions 
from high (1) to low (0), and the TX mode is followed by the standby-I mode while the 
transmitter waits for the ACK. To receive the ACK back from the base-station, the 
nRF24L01+ wireless module goes to the RX mode with 130 µs of settling time. The major 
advantage of using the Enhanced ShockBurstTM function is automatic state transition to 
this RX mode. If an ACK packet is not received, the auto retransmission function 
retransmits the data packet. Once the ACK is received, the RX mode transitions back to 





Figure 3.4 nRF24L01+ Wireless Module Control State Diagram [9] 
3.2 Other Peripherals 
   The microcontroller requires certain delays to receive data from the sensor. To maximize 
the wireless communication data rate, the specifications of other components on the PNG 




   The previous PNG’s sensor used a 32-bit Texas Instrument MSP430F5659 
microcontroller. This microcontroller consumed 5 mA at 20 MHz clock and occupied a 
large footprint on the printed circuit board (PCB) [11]. Given the design criteria for the 
wireless communication system (discussed above), a smaller microcontroller was selected. 
The new microcontroller is an 8-bit Microchip PIC16LF1567 microcontroller, which 
consumes 480 µA per 16 MHz clock with 2 SPI lines and a 10-bit analog to digital 
converter (ADC) [12]. This microcontroller is a factor of 10 smaller and consumes 
approximately 5% of the power consumed by the previous microcontroller. 
3.2.2 Gyroscope 
   A main requirement for PNG V08 was (more) accurate measurement of rotational 
acceleration, using a tri-axial gyroscope. The previous PNG sensor used an MPU-6000 
gyroscope, but this device had only a 256 Hz bandwidth, which was inadequate to measure 
precise rotational acceleration [13]. Accordingly, the PNG V08 sensor uses an Invensense 
ITG-3701 gyroscope, which has a maximum of 8800 Hz bandwidth with sensitivity up to 
4000 °/second [14]. In addition, this gyroscope transmits data through an SPI bus, which 
means the nRF24L01+ wireless module shares three connections (MOSI, MISO and SCLK) 
with the ITG-3701 gyroscope. Only one additional connection, SS, was required to control 
and receive data from the ITG-3701 gyroscope. Finally, each gyroscope axis requires a 
40µs delay for data access via SPI, resulting in a net of 120 µs delay to receive all three 




   The PNG V08 sensor has two accelerometers, one on the main board and one on the side 
board. Based on PNG’s recent studies, high school football players regularly experience 
impacts exceeding 100 g. Given the high range of acceleration, the Analog Devices ADXL-
377Z analog accelerometer was chosen, as this device measures linear accelerations from 
-200 to 200 g. 
   The PIC16LF1567 microcontroller’s ADC channel requires 30us delays before reading 
analog data [12]. Given a total of six axes of analog acceleration to be read at the 
microcontroller, a minimum of 180µs of delay are necessary to read linear acceleration. 
3.3 Base-station 
   The purpose of the base-station is to receive wireless signals and store impact data in 
real-time. An Arduino UNO was suggested as an initial base-station for the PNG V08 
sensor. Arduino UNO is an open source user programmable platform with an Atmel 
ATmega328P microcontroller. Arduino UNO has 14 digital input or output pins with one 
SPI bus and six ADC channels [15].  
   The main function of the Arduino UNO base-station is to pass wireless impact data to an 
attached PC using USB. To receive wireless data from the PNG V08 sensor, the RP-SMA 
antenna version of the nRF24L01+ wireless module was connected to the Arduino UNO 
via SPI (see Figure 3.5). 
   The Arduino UNO transmits data to the PC through the serial port at maximum baud rate 
of 230400 [15]. Since the Arduino UNO serial monitor is unable to store data directly to 
the PC, the CoolTerm PC program was used to capture serial port data to a text file [16]. 
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The impact data can then be imported into Excel, and data graphs can then be generated 
and analyzed. Figure 3.6 provides a block diagram of the wireless communication system 
including the base-station. 
 
























CHAPTER 4. EVALUATION OF WIRELESS FUNCTION 
4.1 Testing Wireless Function 
   The PNG V08 system was designed to be capable of transmitting accurate wireless 
impact data to the base-station. The maximum bandwidth of the PNG V08 sensor was 
found to be 750 Hz. The accelerometer and the gyroscope together require 300 µs of delay 
to sample the impact data. Once the impact data collection process is complete, the 
nRF24L01+ wireless module transmits the data, requiring two delays of 130 µs of settling 
time for mode transition and one 750 µs of delay for the ACK packet. In total, the PNG 
V08 sensor requires a minimum of 1310 µs in delays to transmit wireless impact data to 
the base-station. 
   To store the received data, the base-station sends wireless impact data to the PC through 
the USB with a maximum baud rate of 230400 bits or 28800 bytes per second [15-16]. The 
processed accelerometer and gyroscope data size is 288 bits or 36 bytes, and the USB 
transfer of these data result resulting in large delays. As a result, the delay for data 
transmission to PC reduced the practical receive data rate to approximately 150 Hz. 
4.2 Confirmation of Wireless Transmission 
   To test the ability of the PNG V08 sensor wireless transmission, two tests were 
conducted. Both of the tests were conducted in the Human Injury Research and 
Regenerative Technologies (HIRRT) lab. The first test used the HYBRID III headform in 
an impulse hammer test without helmet, with the sensor on the headform; and the second 
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test was performed in a similar configuration, but now with a helmet on the headform and 
the sensor in the helmet. Both tests were conducted making 100 consecutive hits that 
consists of low, medium, and high sequential impacts to a marked spot on headform (see 
Figure 4.1). The details of the test configurations can be found in [17]. 
4.2.1 HYBRID III headform testing without helmet  
   To confirm wireless transmission of impact data, the PNG V08 sensor was installed on 
the back of a HYBRID III headform as shown in Figure 4.2.  The HYBRID III headform 
was then struck 100 times with the impulse hammer, with blows equally distributed in low, 
medium and high magnitude strikes. Data were recorded by the base-station and impact 
magnitudes were computed based on HYBRID III’s center of mass. These results was 
compared with the HYBRID III's reported PTA values to check the accuracy of the PNG 
V08 wireless impact transmission. 
4.2.2 HYBRID III headform testing with helmet 
   A second test was conducted using the HYBRID III headform and impulse hammer, but 
now with the PNG V08 sensor installed inside the football helmet (see Figure 4.3). 
Hammer strikes were to a fixed point on the helmet, with magnitudes equally distributed 
in low, medium and high strikes. The wireless data were assessed in the same manner as 





Figure 4.1 HYBRID III and Impulse Hammer 
 
 





Figure 4.3 PNG V08 Sensor Testing with Helmet 
4.2.3 Results of HYBRID III headform testing without helmet 
   Figure 4.4 presents the correlation between the acceleration experienced by the HYBRID 
III headform (assumed to be accurate) and that computed from the accelerations measured 
by the PNG V08 sensor when it was directly attached to the headform. The slope of the 
regression line is 1.0188 with a 9.089 y-intercept, and R2 was 0.6628. These results indicate 
a strong correlation between the measurements, and indicate that wireless transmission was 
likely quite effective.  
   It should be noted that when some large impacts were made, the battery holder on the 
PNG V08 sensor briefly lost contact with the coin battery, and disconnection of wireless 
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communication occurred, resulting in some loss of impact data. This hardware issue is 
assumed to be the cause of the slightly larger deviations below the regression line. 
4.2.4 Results of HYBRID III headform testing with helmet 
   Figure 4.5 presents the correlation between the acceleration experienced by the HYBRID 
III headform (assumed to be accurate) and that computed from the accelerations measured 
by the PNG V08 sensor when it was attached to the inside of the helmet. The slope of the 
regression line is 1.3198 with a 136.6 y-intercept, and R2 value of 0.057. While the 
measurements were clearly inaccurate, the poor fidelity is not believed to be a consequence 
of the wireless transmission—the almost-constant amplitude is suspected to result from the 
football helmet slipping somewhat on the headform. 
 




Figure 4.5 Correlation between HYBRID III and PNG V08 Sensor with Helmet 
4.3 Wireless Range Test 
   To test the wireless range performance of PNG V08 sensor, a simple test was conducted 
at a local football field. 
4.3.1 Range testing design 
   According to nRF24L01+ wireless module datasheet, the expected distance of operation 
with the ceramic chip antenna is 100 m at a 250 kbps air data rate and 50 m for a 1Mbps 
air data rate [9].  
   The typical football field size is 110 m long and 48.76 m wide (120 x 53.33 yards) and 
the maximum distance from the middle of the field is approximately 73.5 m (80 yards). To 
use the PNG V08 in an actual football game or practice, the sensor should ideally transmit 
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wireless signals at least 80 m, but this is not expected at the 1 Mbps air data rate chosen 
earlier.  
  To test the range of the PNG 8th system wireless transmission, the base-station was placed 
on the sideline, at the 50 yard line and the PNG V08 sensor was moved around the field. 
Wireless communication of the PNG V08 was tested in (a) open space, and (b) inside a 
helmet, at distance ranging from 10m to 80m, in 10m increments.  
    For practical purposes, testing was also performed with the ceramic chip antenna directly 
blocked to simulate the case where the line between a football player’s helmet and the base-
station is covered by other football players during games or practices. 
4.3.2 Wireless range test results 
   In open space, the base-station was capable of receiving wireless data at a range of up to 
50m without losing connection, consistent with reported expectations. However, when the 
PNG V08 was installed inside the helmet, the base-station frequently lost wireless 
connection when the helmet and sensor were further than 30m. In addition, when the 
antenna was directly blocked by a body, the base station was capable of receiving data only 
out to a range of 10m. Therefore, practical transmission ranges for the PNG V08 sensor 
are interpreted to be only 10m in real football games or practices.  
4.3.3 Implications 
  While effective, the current system is inadequate for practical implementation. Two issues 
to be addressed are increased range and greater data rates.  The former can be achieved 
through incorporation of a larger antenna, possibly a retractable antenna that could be 
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incorporated into a headband.  The latter issue can be resolved by reducing the number of 
retransmissions or reducing the number of lost packets.   
  To minimize loss of data, a buffer is needed in the wireless communication system. 
Currently, the PNG V08 sensor discards data if wireless communication is disconnected or 
interrupted, and this causes both the loss of essential data and results in slow transmission 
times (due to the combined delays of the wireless system and the base-station).  In practical 
use (i.e., football games or practices) and plays rarely occur closer together than once every 
15 seconds. Accordingly, a buffer of at least 64 kilobytes will prevent any loss of impact 

















CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
5.1 Summary 
   Monitoring head impacts in real-time is critical to prevent brain injury for athletes in 
collision-based sports. PNG’s current impact monitoring biomechanical telemetry system, 
PNG V08, was developed to study the effects of repetitive subconcussive impact on the 
head. This study has focused on implementation of a wireless communication system for 
real-time impact monitoring, with a smaller form factor than in previous implementations 
(see Figure 5.1). Although the received data rate of 750 Hz was ultimately reduced by a 
limitation of the Arduino UNO base-station, testing results show that the PNG V08 
wirelessly transmitted data were highly correlated with the impact data from the theoretical 
standard impact measurement equipment. 
 
Figure 5.1 PNG V08 Sensor (top) and PNG V07 Sensor (bottom) 
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5.2 Future Work 
   The primary focus for development beyond the PNG V08 sensor should focus on three 
areas: (1) improvement of the base-station, (2) improvement of the range of data 
transmission, and (3) implementation of a buffer in the wireless communication system. 
To avoid reduction of wireless data rate, a base-station allowing data transmission over 
500,000 bps is recommended. This would be expected to increase the data rate and also 
allow simultaneous monitoring of multiple sensors.  Improvement in range can be achieved 
by replacing the ceramic chip antenna with a high performance wearable antenna. 
Incorporating an on-sensor buffer of roughly 64 kilobytes should allow for reduced loss of 
data, assuming that the sensor will be in range of a base-station within any 15 second 
interval. 
   It is anticipated that a new biomechanical telemetry system, with the improvements of 














/* Nordic NRF24L01 
 * SS1 (CSN) - RA0 - Slave Select for MSSP1 (NRF) 
 * CE (CE) - RB1 - GPIO with IOC and WPU 
 * SDO1(MOSI) - RC5 - SPI Data Output for MSSP1 
 * SCK(Nordic_SCK) - RC3 - SPI Clock for MSSP1 
 * SDI1(MISO) - RC4 - SPI Data Input for MSSP1 
 * INT(Interrupt) - RB0 - External interrupt 







#define SPI_SCK       LATCbits.LATC3        // Clock pin, PORTC pin 3  
#define SPI_MOSI      LATCbits.LATC5        // Serial output pin, PORTC pin 5  
#define SPI_MISO      PORTCbits.RC4        // Serial input pin, PORTC pin 4  
#define SPI_CSN       LATAbits.LATA0        // CSN output pin, PORTA pin 0 NRF 
#define SPI_CE        LATBbits.LATB1        // CE output pin, PORTC pin 1 
#define SPI_IRQ       PORTBbits.RB0        // IRQ input pin, PORTB pin 0 
#define SPI_CSN2      LATAbits.LATA1        // CSN output pin, PORTA pin1 ITG 
 
float gyrDiv = 16.4; 
unsigned char scale = 200; 
 
#pragma config FOSC=INTOSC, WDTE=OFF, LVP=OFF //Internal Clock, Watchdog 
OFF, Low-voltgae Power OFF 
 
#ifndef _XTAL_FREQ 
    #define _XTAL_FREQ 16000000 //16MHz Clock 
#endif 
 
unsigned char *rec_val; 
 
void Init_Nrf_SPI(void) 
{    
    SSP1CON1bits.SSPEN = 0; //SPI Enable OFF 
 
    PORTA = 0x00; 
    PORTB = 0x00; 
    PORTC = 0x00; 
     
    ANSELAbits.ANSA0 = 0; 
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    ANSELAbits.ANSA1 = 0; 
    ANSELBbits.ANSB1 = 0; 
    ANSELCbits.ANSC3 = 0; 
    ANSELCbits.ANSC4 = 0; 
    ANSELCbits.ANSC5 = 0; 
     
    TRISAbits.TRISA0 = 0; //CSN RA0 (0 output, 1 Input) NRF 
    TRISAbits.TRISA1 = 0; //CSN2 RA0 ITG 
    TRISBbits.TRISB1 = 0; //CE RB1     
    TRISCbits.TRISC3 = 0; //SCK RC3 
    TRISCbits.TRISC4 = 1; //MISO RC4 
    TRISCbits.TRISC5 = 0; //MOSI RC5 
     
    SSP1STATbits.SMP = 1; //Input Data Sampled at Middle of Data Output Time 
    SSP1CON1bits.CKP = 0; //Idle State for Clock is a High level 
    SSP1STATbits.CKE = 1; //Transmit occurs on Idle to Active Clock State 
     
    SSP1CON1bits.SSPEN = 1; //SPI Enable ON 
    SSP1CON1bits.SSPM0 = 1; //SPI Master Mode, clock = Fosc/16 
    SSP1CON1bits.SSPM1 = 0; 
    SSP1CON1bits.SSPM2 = 0; 
    SSP1CON1bits.SSPM3 = 0; 
     
    SPI_CSN = 1;        // CSN high (NRF) 
    SPI_CSN2 = 1;       // CSN2 high (ITG) 
    SPI_SCK = 0;        // SCK low 
    SPI_CE  = 0;        // CE low 
} 
 
unsigned char WriteByteSPI(unsigned char cData) 
{ 
    SSP1BUF = cData; 
    while(!PIR1bits.SSP1IF); //Wait for buffer full 
    PIR1bits.SSP1IF = 0; // Clear SSP Interrupt 
    return SSP1BUF; 
} 
 
unsigned char GetReg(unsigned char reg) 
{ 
  SPI_CSN = 0;       //Set CSN Low 
  __delay_us(12);    //Delay for 12us 
  WriteByteSPI(R_REGISTER + reg); //R_REGISTER + register map 
  __delay_us(12);   //Delay 12us 
  reg = WriteByteSPI(NOPG);  //Send Dummy Bytes to read register 
  __delay_us(12);   //Delay 12us 
  SPI_CSN = 1;      //CSN High 
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  return reg;       //Return the Register Read 
} 
 
unsigned char *WriteToDev(unsigned char device, unsigned char ReadWrite, unsigned 
char reg, unsigned char *val, unsigned char countVal) 
{ 
  if (device == ITG && ReadWrite == R) 
  { 
    reg = 0x80 + reg; //R_REGISTER = 0x80 
  } 
   
  else if (device == NRF && ReadWrite == W) 
  { 
    reg = 0x20 + reg; //W_REGISTER = 0x20 
  } 
     
    static unsigned char ret[20]; 
     
    __delay_us(10); 
  if (device == NRF) 
  { 
    SPI_CSN = 0;   //Set CSN Low 
  } 
  else if (device == ITG) 
  { 
    SPI_CSN2 = 0;   //Set CSN Low 
  } 
  __delay_us(10); 
  WriteByteSPI(reg); 
     
 for(int i = 0; i<countVal; i++) 
  { 
    if(device == ITG && ReadWrite == W) 
    { 
      WriteByteSPI(val[i]);     //Send command one at a time 
      __delay_us(10); 
    } 
    else if(device == NRF && ReadWrite == R && reg != W_TX_PAYLOAD) 
    { 
      //READ A REGISTRY 
      ret[i] = WriteByteSPI(NOPG);   //Send dummy Byte to read data 
      __delay_us(10); 
    } 
    else if(device == ITG && ReadWrite == R) 
    { 
      ret[i] = WriteByteSPI(NOPG);   //Send dummy Byte to read data 
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      __delay_us(10); 
    }     
    else 
    { 
      //Write to nRF 
      WriteByteSPI(val[i]);     //Send command one at a time 
      __delay_us(10); 
    } 
  } 
    SPI_CSN = 1; //NRF into IDLE with CSN HIGH 
    SPI_CSN2 = 1;//ITG into IDLE with CSN HIGH 





    __delay_ms(10); 
    unsigned char val[5]; 
     
    val[0] = 0x1C; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,CONFIG,val,1); //bit 0 = '1' Receiver, '0' Transmitter 
     
    val[0] = 0x01; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,EN_AA,val,1); //Enable auto-acknowledgments 
     
    for(int i = 0; i<5; i++) 
    { 
        val[i] = 0x41; 
    } 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,TX_ADDR,val,5); //Set Transmitter address 
     
    val[0] = 0x01; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,EN_RXADDR,val,1);//Configure Data Pipe 0 to receive the 
Auto Ack 
     
    for(int i = 0;i<5;i++) 
    { 
      val[i] = 0x41; 
    } 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,RX_ADDR_P0,val,5);//Clock RX_ADDR_P0 same as 
TX_ADDR 
     
    val[0] = 0x03; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,SETUP_AW,val,1); //Set RF Address width 0x03 = 5 bytes RF 
address 
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    val[0] = 0x32; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,RF_CH,val,1); // Set RF Channel 2.432GHz (Same on TX and 
RX) 
     
    val[0] = 0x21; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,SETUP_RETR,val,1);//750+86us - 15re-transmit(0x2F) 
     
    val[0]=0x06; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,RF_SETUP,val,1);//Set the transfer speed (bit 3 = '0' 1Mbps, bit 
2,1 = '11' = 0dB) 
     
    val[0] = 32; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,RX_PW_P0,val,1); 
     
    val[0] = 0x1E; 
    WriteToDev(NRF,W,CONFIG,val,1); // POWER ON nRF24L01+ Wireless Module 
     





  unsigned char val[1]; 
   
  val[0] = 0x10; 
  WriteToDev(ITG, W, ITG3701_USER_CTRL, val, 1); //Disable I2C 
 
  val[0] = 0x80; 
  WriteToDev(ITG, W, ITG3701_PWR_MGMT_1, val, 1); //Reset ITG3701 
 
  val[0] = 0x03; 
  WriteToDev(ITG, W, ITG3701_PWR_MGMT_1, val, 1); //Wake up and set Gyroz 
Clock 
 
  val[0] = 0x10; 
  WriteToDev(ITG, W, ITG3701_USER_CTRL, val, 1); //Disable I2C Again 
 
  val[0] = 0x12;//2000degree/s + 3600Hz 
  WriteToDev(ITG, W, ITG3701_GYRO_CONFIG, val, 1); 
} 
 
 typedef struct 
 { 
     unsigned char gyrox_L; 




 } gyro_xbytes; 
 
 typedef struct 
 { 
     unsigned char gyroy_L; 
     unsigned char gyroy_H; 
  }gyro_ybytes; 
   
 typedef struct 
 {    
     unsigned char gyroz_L; 
     unsigned char gyroz_H; 
 }gyro_zbytes; 
  
 gyro_xbytes ReadxGyro(void) 
{ 
  gyro_xbytes local_xbytes; 
 
  SPI_CSN2 = 0; 
  __delay_us(5); 
  WriteByteSPI(ITG3701_GYRO_XOUT_H+0x80); //Request High byte of GyroX 
  __delay_us(10); 
  local_xbytes.gyrox_H = WriteByteSPI(NOPG); //Send dummy byte to read 
  __delay_us(10); 
  WriteByteSPI(ITG3701_GYRO_XOUT_L+0x80); //Request Low byte of GyroX 
  __delay_us(10); 
  local_xbytes.gyrox_L = WriteByteSPI(NOPG); //Send dummy byte to read 
  __delay_us(5); 
  SPI_CSN2 = 1; 
   
  return local_xbytes; 
 } 
  gyro_ybytes ReadyGyro(void) 
  {   
  gyro_ybytes local_ybytes; 
 
  SPI_CSN2 = 0; 
  __delay_us(5); 
  WriteByteSPI(ITG3701_GYRO_YOUT_H+0x80); //Request Low byte of GyroY 
  __delay_us(10); 
  local_ybytes.gyroy_H = WriteByteSPI(NOPG); //Send dummy byte to read 
  __delay_us(10); 
  WriteByteSPI(ITG3701_GYRO_YOUT_L+0x80); //Request Low byte of GyroY 
  __delay_us(10); 
  local_ybytes.gyroy_L = WriteByteSPI(NOPG); //Send dummy byte to read 
  __delay_us(5); 
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  SPI_CSN2 = 1; 
   
  return local_ybytes; 
  } 
   
  gyro_zbytes ReadzGyro(void) 
  {   
  gyro_zbytes local_zbytes; 
 
  SPI_CSN2 = 0; 
  __delay_us(5); 
  WriteByteSPI(ITG3701_GYRO_ZOUT_H+0x80); //Request Low byte of GyroZ 
  __delay_us(10); 
  local_zbytes.gyroz_H = WriteByteSPI(NOPG); //Send dummy byte to read 
  __delay_us(10); 
  WriteByteSPI(ITG3701_GYRO_ZOUT_L+0x80); //Request Low byte of GyroZ 
  __delay_us(10); 
  local_zbytes.gyroz_L = WriteByteSPI(NOPG); //Send dummy byte to read 
  __delay_us(5); 
  SPI_CSN2 = 1; 
   
  return local_zbytes; 
} 
   
  void Send_data(unsigned char *tx_payload) 
{ 
    WriteToDev(NRF,R,FLUSH_TX,tx_payload,0); //Flush TX_FIFO 
    WriteToDev(NRF,R,W_TX_PAYLOAD,tx_payload,20); //Transmit Impact Data 
    __delay_us(130); //TX Settling Time 
    SPI_CE = 1; //CEpin high Start Transmitting 
    __delay_us(20); 





  __delay_us(10); 
  SPI_CSN = 0; 
  __delay_us(10); 
  WriteByteSPI(W_REGISTER+STATUS); 
  __delay_us(10); 
  WriteByteSPI(0x70); //Reset nRF24L01+ Wireless Module 
  __delay_us(10); 







    TRISD =  0b00111111; // Port D is all Input 
    ANSELD = 0b00111111; 
     
    ADCON1bits.ADPREF = 0; //Vrefh is connected to Vdd 
    ADCON1bits.ADNREF = 0; //Vrefl is connected to AVss 
    ADCON1bits.ADCS = 1; //FOSC/64 - 6 FRC - 3 FOSC/4 = 4 
    ADCON1bits.ADFM = 1; //Right justified 
 
    __delay_us(50); 
} 
 
int ADC_read(unsigned char ch) 
{ 
    AD1CON0bits.CHS = ch; //Select ADC Channel 
    AD1CON0bits.AD1ON = 1; //ADC Module 1 Enable bit 
    __delay_us(20); 
    AD1CON0bits.GO_nDONE1 = 1; //Do A/D measurement 
    while(AD1CON0bits.GO_nDONE1); 
     
    return((AD1RES0H<<8) | AD1RES0L); 
} 
 
int ADC_read2(unsigned char ch) 
{ 
    AD2CON0bits.CHS = ch; //Select ADC Channel 
    AD2CON0bits.AD2ON = 1; //ADC Module 2 Enable bit 
    __delay_us(20); 
    AD2CON0bits.GO_nDONE2 = 1; //Do A/D measurement 
    while(AD2CON0bits.GO_nDONE2); 
     




{         
    OSCCON = OSCCON | 0xF0; //Setup internal oscillator for 16MHz 
    OSCCONbits.SCS1 = 1; //Internal oscillator block 
    int accel_main_x; 
    int accel_main_y; 
    int accel_main_z; 
    int accel_side_x; 
    int accel_side_y; 
    int accel_side_z; 
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    Init_Nrf_SPI(); 
    ADCinit(); 
    transmit_init(); 
    ITG3701_init(); 
 
    gyro_xbytes get_xgyro; 
    gyro_ybytes get_ygyro; 
    gyro_zbytes get_zgyro; 
     
    __delay_ms(10); 
 
    unsigned char gyrodata[20]; 
    TRISBbits.TRISB2 = 0; 
    PORTBbits.RB2 = 1; 
     
    while(1) 
    { 
        get_xgyro = ReadxGyro(); 
        get_ygyro = ReadyGyro(); 
        get_zgyro = ReadzGyro();//120us 
         
        accel_side_x = ADC_read(32); //Accel_side x 
        unsigned char accel_sidex_L = accel_side_x & 0xFF; 
        unsigned char accel_sidex_H = (accel_side_x>>8) &0xFF; 
        accel_main_x = ADC_read2(42); //Accel_main x 
        unsigned char accel_mainx_L = accel_main_x & 0xFF; 
        unsigned char accel_mainx_H = (accel_main_x>>8) &0xFF; 
        accel_side_y = ADC_read(33); //Accel_side y 
        unsigned char accel_sidey_L = accel_side_y & 0xFF; 
        unsigned char accel_sidey_H = (accel_side_y>>8) &0xFF; 
        accel_main_y = ADC_read2(43); //Accel_main y 
        unsigned char accel_mainy_L = accel_main_y & 0xFF; 
        unsigned char accel_mainy_H = (accel_main_y>>8) &0xFF; 
        accel_side_z = ADC_read(34); //Accel_side z 
        unsigned char accel_sidez_L = accel_side_z & 0xFF; 
        unsigned char accel_sidez_H = (accel_side_z>>8) &0xFF; 
        accel_main_z = ADC_read2(44); //Accel_main z 
        unsigned char accel_mainz_L = accel_main_z & 0xFF; 
        unsigned char accel_mainz_H = (accel_main_z>>8) &0xFF;  
     
        gyrodata[0] = get_xgyro.gyrox_H; 
        gyrodata[1] = get_xgyro.gyrox_L; 
        gyrodata[2] = get_ygyro.gyroy_H; 
        gyrodata[3] = get_ygyro.gyroy_L; 
        gyrodata[4] = get_zgyro.gyroz_H; 
        gyrodata[5] = get_zgyro.gyroz_L; 
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        gyrodata[6] = accel_sidex_H; 
        gyrodata[7] = accel_sidex_L; 
        gyrodata[8] = accel_sidey_H; 
        gyrodata[9] = accel_sidey_L; 
        gyrodata[10] = accel_sidez_H; 
        gyrodata[11] = accel_sidez_L;   
        gyrodata[12] = accel_mainx_H; 
        gyrodata[13] = accel_mainx_L; 
        gyrodata[14] = accel_mainy_H; 
        gyrodata[15] = accel_mainy_L; 
        gyrodata[16] = accel_mainz_H; 
        gyrodata[17] = accel_mainz_L; 
                 
        Send_data(gyrodata); 
        reset(); 
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